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Executive Summary
Everyday, more and more companies expose their servers and services to the internet, increasing the attack surface
that can be used by hackers. For this report, we wanted to understand the current state of exposure of the internet
connected devices. This will allow us to create a baseline for future reports and follow ups. We identified the most used
ports, scanned the ports, identified the services running on those ports and extracted specific security metadata. This
allowed us to measure the state of security of different services.
For this analysis, we used BinaryEdge's 40fy platform, which is used daily by our clients to monitor their perimeters,
obtain security research data and understand their exposure to attacks.
Our key findings are as follows:
Security exposure isn't just affecting one specific industry. When creating this report we managed to associate
the IP address ownership to companies in different industries such as: Pharmaceutical, Energy, Information
Technology, Robotics, Banks, Media, E-Commerce, among others.
The exposure of companies doesn't have a direct correlation to revenue, we found data about companies
ranging from small startups all the way up to Fortune 500 companies.
One positive aspect is that SSH has overtaken Telnet as the most used service for remote administration on
terminal based services. This is a good change, as Telnet is an extremely outdated protocol that was developed
without making security a priority.
An extremely high number of IP addresses are exposing outdated and vulnerable versions of software,
making them prone to attacks and therefore exposing the organisations.
Multiple Terabytes of data are exposed due to misconfigured databases that have no authentication.
Critical systems such as electricity grids, PLC controllers, water tanks and flow control systems, medical
devices, petrol stations, are exposed directly to the internet with no authentication via protocols such as X11
and VNC, therefore granting direct control to their attackers.
Smart houses, prisons, hospitals, radiation meters and others were also found exposed via the MQTT protocol,
again with no authentication or any type of security.
Considering everything, there is still a lot of work to be done by organizations to fix the services they expose to the
internet. Updating and patching are two important processes that can easily fix a lot of issues currently existing in
many organizations. It’s crucial that these organisations monitor and control the level of exposition of their services.
A high number of mobiles are also exposed with no authentication using the X11 service. We found this case to be
more prominent in India in a specific provider.
IoT and IPv6 are bringing more functionality and power to companies that develop products, which also creates new
privacy and security issues. If in the current IPv4 space with 4 billion IP addresses we're already seeing bad results, one
can imagine what will happen when IPv6 is widely used and many more devices, services and systems are directly
connected to the internet.
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Concepts and Terminology
Internet Protocol Address: or IP Address for short, is a set of numbers that is assigned to each device connected
to a network that uses Internet Protocol for communication. In very layman terms it's your address on the internet
or on the network you're connected to. An IP address usually acts as an identifier of either a client or server.
IPv4, IPv6: An IP address can usually be found in one of two formats: IPv4 or IPv6. Due to the limit of IP addresses
that we can have from IPv4 (4 Billion) an exhaustion is happening on that IP address space and IPv6 was created
which can have up to 2128 (approximately 3.403×1038) IP addresses. An IP address v4 has 4 octets of decimal integer
numbers from 0 to 255 and looks like: 10.10.10.1. An IP address v6 has 8 octets of hexadecimal integers from 0000
to ffff and looks like: 2001:cdba:0000:0000:0000:0000:3257:9652.
Service: 65,535 Ports are available at each IP Address to run services on. These services are essentially applications
that are listening and serving some content that can range from Web servers, FTP servers, Email servers to IoT
devices with their web management pages.
Probes: Probes are sets of network packets that BinaryEdge uses to communicate with the different services. We
use these to identify which ports are open and which services are running on them.
Portscanning: Portscanning can be defined as the act of asking a port in an IP address if it is open and then
following by sending a probe that asks which service is running on it.
Vulnerability, exploit and bug: A software can have bugs. Bugs are flaws in the code that might result in undesired
behavior. These bugs can be something simple that just makes a program output a wrong value or they can be a lot
more complex including a security vulnerability. Exploits are pieces of code that abuse those security vulnerabilities
to make the program do other things that it was not meant to.
Blacklist: List of IP addresses that we do not scan. At BinaryEdge we scan the world regularly, we do not attempt to
do any logins and only connect to services that are publicly exposed (no authentication). However there are
companies that do not want to be scanned and they communicate this to us. Although this might seem like a good
idea, its merely creating a false sense of security as there are plenty of hackers and other entities that will portscan
and not respect any blacklist.
Encrypted vs Cleartext: During transmission, data can be in one of two states: either encrypted or in cleartext.
Encrypted transmissions are the preferred choice by security as usually encrypted communications can't be
deciphered by threat actors that were not meant to view that data in case they have a way to intercept it.
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Introduction
For over a year, BinaryEdge has been scanning the IPv4 space of the internet daily. Using the gathered data, we have
written two blogposts about the state of security in two different countries:
Switzerland
https://blog.binaryedge.io/2016/02/16/security-of-a-state-switzerland
Portugal
https://blog.binaryedge.io/2016/03/31/security-of-a-country-portugal
This time, we decided that a report about the entire world had to be written. Looking at countries individually is great,
as microscopic view, but we started to wonder about the results we could find if we took a macroscopic view at all the
data we collect.
Being a data company and since we scan the world daily, all our focus goes towards delivering the highest quality of
data to our clients, in the simplest and cleanest of ways. This is the reason why in our company DNA, we not only have
cybersecurity specialists, but also have an entire team dedicated just to data science.
Using our platform 40fy (https://www.40fy.io/), we acquired all the data necessary to produce this study.
On this report, we will not only look at a different set of ports and services running on those ports, but we will also
explore the data acquired from interacting with those services. Some examples of this would be our analysis of all the
SSH keys found on port 22 or the SSL certificates on SSL-enabled services.
In order to enrich the data presented, in this report we will also look at CVE's and vulnerabilities. For this, we created a
scoring mechanism based on the CVE's that affect different services.
Further work and expansion of this report will be done on our blog: https://blog.binaryedge.io.
For information about our data and products, please contact us on: info@binaryedge.io
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Introduction

Who is BinaryEdge?
BinaryEdge (https://binaryedge.io) is a company located in Zürich, Switzerland with a multifunctional team that focuses
on acquiring, analyzing and classifying internet wide data by combining efforts in the areas of Cybersecurity, Data
Science and Machine Learning.
By combining our engineering knowledge with Data Science
methodology, algorithms and tools, we are able to acquire,
correlate and transform data to find outputs, patterns and outliers
that help people understand their cybersecurity exposure.
ENGINEERING TEAM

As a company, we have created our platform called 40fy
(https://40fy.io) and launched a mobile application called
Cyberfables (https://cyberfables.io), available for iOS and tvOS.

HEADQUARTERS
ENGINEERING TEAM

Besides working on the development of our products, we write a
blog (https://blog.binaryedge.io) where we talk about studies we
have done focused on security of countries, technologies and
services.

Figure 1: BinaryEdge’s presence in Europe

If you’re looking for data about the entire internet space or if interested in having real time perimeter monitoring,
please contact us. BinaryEdge is always looking for interesting partnerships and people to join its ranks.

Team
Meet the team working on this report :
Tiago Henriques - CEO
Twitter: @balgan
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/balgan

Tiago Martins - CTO
Twitter: @gank_101
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/tiagojcmartins

Marco Silva - Technology and Infrastructure
Twitter: @igama
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/marcodasilva

João Veiga - Software Engineer
Twitter: @jcsvveiga
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/jvveiga

Filipa Rodrigues - Data Scientist - Machine learning
Twitter: @filipacsr
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/filipacrodrigues

Ana Barbosa - Data Scientist - Data visualization
Twitter: @ana_barbosa90
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/anacbarbosa90

Florentino Bexiga - Data Scientist - Data engineering
Twitter: @fbexiga
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/fbexiga

Inês Barros - Designer
Twitter: @IBillustration
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/inescbarros

Figure 2: BinaryEdge’s team
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What is the 40fy platform?
The 40fy platform is a product developed by BinaryEdge that allows you to get access to real time data about the
entire internet.
We scan the entire internet space and acquire data about all types of internet services and protocols. This data can
show the exposure of the customer’s perimeter to the world, statistical data about internet security or even assist him
in security research.
40fy delivers data in multiple ways, according to each client’s preference:
Real-time firehose containing scanning, security, torrents and data of the entire internet
Custom made stream that delivers the data requested via our on-demand API
Access a repository with a complete history of the client requested data
Access our web portal to see the history of all IP addresses
This platform is composed by different modules that return a great amount of information about the services running
on the internet.
Although all these modules have been developed by BinaryEdge and are under constant improvement, we also give
our customers the possibility to submit their own custom modules to 40fy, for their own use.
Customers can also request scans via our API in order to create their own personalized threat intelligence streams. By
doing this, they can decide whether to have a microscopic view (by looking at their specific IP addresses or their
organizations’) or a macroscopic view (where they look at data belonging to an entire country or even the world).

REAL-TIME STREAMING

ACCESS ALL HISTORY

ARCHIVE
up to 6 months of internet wide data

FIREHOSE
200 ports - entire internet/month

DATA EXPLORATION

SCANS THAT SUIT YOUR NEEDS

WEB PORTAL

CLIENT STREAM
on-demand scan requesting

multiple data sets
Figure 3: Platform 40fy’s main features
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Scanning the Internet - Why?
A question we, BinaryEdge, get asked often is "why would anyone want to ever scan the entire internet?".
The internet is composed by 4 billion IP addresses, in the IPv4 space. This is an extremely large number, and, if you
take into account the use of Network Address Translation (NAT) that number goes up a lot.
Network Address Translation is the process where a public IP address is assigned to a computer (or more) inside a private network. The
main purpose of NAT is to limit the number of public IP addresses an organization can use, not only for security purposes but also for
economic reasons.

IP Addresses are assigned to different entities (RIRs - Regional Internet
Registry) which are geodistributed around the world. RIRs are
organizations that are responsible for the allocation and registration of
internet number resources (IP addresses and Autonomous System
numbers) for the different regions of the world (as seen on the world
map on the right).

RIPE NCC

ARIN

APNIC
AFRINIC

LACNIC

Figure 4: Regional Internet Registry

In the map below, one can see the 10 countries that have most publicly addressable IPs.
8. Canada

2. China

5. Germany

4. United Kingdom

3. Japan

1. United States

6. South Korea
7. France

9. Italy

10. Brazil

Figure 5: Top10 countries with most public IP addresses

In addition, each IP address can have 65,535 open ports with different services running on them.
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Taking these numbers into perspective, when scanning the internet, allows us to answer some questions:
A new vulnerability is released, who is exposed?
How many computers on the internet are running that specific service?
Is my perimeter exposed to any of these vulnerabilities?
How fast are people patching and updating their services?
Some of these questions are interesting from a security research perspective, others from an organizational
perspective and sometimes even from a user perspective.
For example, we certainly would like to know if the power station near our office is exposed to hackers, who could
attack it and cause some damage.
...or if our bank has not updated its OpenSSL configuration to defend against the latest vulnerability.
...or maybe if a baby camera is connected to the internet and exposed for anyone to see.
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Methodology
The internet
The internet consists of a network of computers connected amongst them, sharing information, providing services,
and being used for many different purposes.
In this report, BinaryEdge analysed multiple services across the entire internet space. We focused on targetting some
of the most known and used technologies and services, however other studies will be published in the future, either
on our blog or as independent reports.
The image below shows the ports analysed in this report, according to the section of this report they’re included in.
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Figure 6: Services analysed in each section of this report

In our table of services, we added a lock symbol to the protocols that use some type of encryption. On this report we
analysed a total of 36 ports.
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On those 36 ports, we found 114,030,477 unique IP addresses. One interesting observation that we found was that
61% of the IP addresses only exposed services on 1 port, followed by 22% exposing 2 ports and in third place 3 ports
(6%). We found 19,139 IP addresses exposing services on all 36 ports - this is not uncommon since you have IP
addresses that have firewalls and load balancers that respond on all ports.
The following map represents the geo-distribution of nodes that we found. Having the geolocation for all the IP
addresses scanned, we were able to plot the IP addresses for which we found services running on a map, allowing us
to comprehend how they are distributed.

Worldwide distribution of IPs running services

Number of IPs found
>= 1,000,000
100,000 < #found < 1,000,000
10,000 < #found <= 100,000
1,000 < #found <= 10,000
100 < #found <= 1,000
<= 100

Figure 7: Worldwide distribution of IP addresses running services

The geo-distribution follows, to a certain extent, the map in figure 5, “countries with most assigned IP addresses". It’s
important to understand that some countries might have ranges that present issues to scanning. Many times we see
that we lose visibility into Africa if we don't scan from certain geolocations or visibility into Russia if we try to scan from
the USA, for example.
To give an idea of how vast the internet is, even by exploring all the ports presented in this study, we only touched a
part of the internet.
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The image below is a Hilbert Map that represents a view of the "internet" split by different "/24" networks. Each "/24"
(which consists of 254 usable addresses per network) is represented in a pixel. The Hilbert Map includes annotations of
which Regional Internet Registry (RIR) those networks are allocated to.

% of coverage
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 8: Map IPv4 addresses to Hilbert curves

There are multiple areas where no nodes were found, which could have been for multiple reasons such as:
Nodes in those areas were not running services on the ports we scanned;
Multicast IP addresses;
IP addresses in those areas are on our blacklist and we did not scan them.

Note: This hilbert map was generated using the “ipv4-heatmap” tool which can be found on the following website:
https://github.com/hrbrmstr/ipv4-heatmap
binaryedge.io
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Scoring Mechanism
To estimate the vulnerability of an IP address, we retrieve information from the NVD (National Vulnerability Database)
repository[1]. NVD is the U.S. government repository of standards based vulnerability management data represented
using the Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP). NVD includes databases of security checklists, security
related software flaws, misconfigurations, product names, and impact metrics. For our analysis, we used the CVE and
CVSS data available on the NVD repository.
CVE[2] stands for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures and it aims to provide a common “enumeration” for known
cyber security issues. It consists of a list containing information regarding security vulnerabilities and exposures. Each
CVE entry is composed by a standard identifier number, a brief description, references to related vulnerability reports
and advisories.
The CVE description is a free-text entry where the vulnerability consequences are described as well as the products
and versions affected by it. Since only from this free-text entry description is possible to know the exact products and
versions affected by the vulnerability, we applied NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques in order to retrieve
this information.

cve search algorithm

How the algorithm works

example

Identifier
Number

CVE
cve search
algorithm

Description

References

Result
Product

CVE-2009-3023

Buffer overflow in the FTP Service in Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 5.0 through 6.0
allows remote authenticated users to execute arbitrary code via a crafted NLST (NAME LIST) command
that uses wildcards, leading to memory corruption, aka "IIS FTP Service RCE and DoS Vulnerability."
http://www.us-cert.gov/cas/techalerts/TA09-286A.html
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/276653
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/Bulletin/MS09-053.mspx
http://www.vupen.com/english/advisories/2009/2481
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/36189
Product: Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)
Versions: 5.0 - 6.0

Versions

Figure 9: CVE search algorithm

Hence, for each IP/port that we found running a service, we searched for all CVE that affected that product and
version.
In order to quantify the vulnerabilities, we then used the CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System)[3]. NVD
provides a CVSS version 2 (although version 3 was launched in 2015, NVD still uses version 2) for all CVE. CVSS provides
standardized vulnerability scores and are calculated based on three metric groups:
Base: Intrinsic qualities of a vulnerability
Temporal: characteristics of a vulnerability that changes over time
Environmental: aspects of the vulnerability that are unique to a user’s environment
[1] “National Vulnerability Database”, retrieved from https://nvd.nist.gov/
[2] “CVE - Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)”, retrieved from https://www.cve.mitre.org/
binaryedge.io
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Although both Temporal and Environmental metrics are provided on the CVSS original framework, they are optional
and NVD only uses the base scores.
The Base metric group is composed by several factors:
Access Vector
Access Complexity
Authentication
Confidentiality Impact
Integrity Impact
Availability Impact
These six factors can be divided into two different groups:

BASE METRICS
EXPLOITABILITY
IMPACT

ACCESS VECTOR

ACCESS COMPLEXITY

AUTHENTICATION

CONFIDENTIALITY

INTEGRITY

AVAILABILITY

Figure 10: CVSS base metrics

Hence the base score dependends on the exploitability of a vulnerability and the impact of that exploration.
The exploitability, that includes the Access Vector, Access Complexity, and Authentication metrics, capture how the
vulnerability is accessed and whether or not extra conditions are required to exploit it.
The impact, that includes the confidentiality, integrity and availability impact metrics, measure how a vulnerability, if
exploited, will directly affect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of an IT asset.
The Base metrics produce a score ranging from 0 to 10 and NVD labeled the vulnerabilities based on the CVSS score:

CVSS SCORES
10.0

HIGH
7.0

MEDIUM
4.0

LOW
0.0

SEVERITY

Figure 11: CVSS scores
[3] “Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS-SIG)”, retrieved from https://www.first.org/cvss
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Below is presented the CVSS score distribution of all CVSS data available on the NVD repository:

CVSS TOTAL COUNTS

HIGH

LOW
31,135

5,602

MEDIUM
39,811
Figure 12: CVSS score distribution of CVSS on the NVD repository

For more details, including the formulas and parameters values, please consult the complete Guide to the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System Version 2.0.[4]
In our scoring mechanism, after having all the CVSS’s values for a product’s version we sum those values. However, it’s
important to keep in mind that products’ versions with the same score can have vulnerabilities of different severities.
It is crucial to mention that we can only use our scoring mechanism if we have the CPE (Common Platform
Enumeration) for the service, which is a combination of both the product and its version. Therefore, one can infer that
the amount of vulnerabilities is much higher than we can find. It can also happen that we have product and version but
they don’t have any CVEs associated to them, although they have known vulnerabilities.
It’s important for the reader to understand that here we're using a direct banner based comparison and not considering
that some of the IP addresses might be using backported fixes of those software versions.

[4] ”CVSS v2 Complete Documentation”, retrieved from https://www.first.org/cvss/v2/guide
binaryedge.io
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Encryption
One good way of measuring the evolution of the security of the internet is by looking at the number of services that
use some type of encryption versus clear/plain text. This chapter focuses exactly on that as we will analyze and
compare multiple servers versions (encrypted and unencrypted).
In the early days of the internet, there was no sense of need for security. All that mattered was having the network of
machines "talking" to each other. The more people started to "join" the internet, the more important became the
information transmitted by those machines that talked to each other. The nature of these communications raised the
need for encryption, so that guarantees of security and confidentiality of the data exist.

HTTPS/ HTTP
Web Servers are services that process requests to deliver webpages/applications to users. Web Servers use protocols
to communicate: HTTP is a basic unencrypted network protocol while HTTPS has an extra layer of security and has its
connection encrypted.
We analysed the main ports for each of these services (port 80 for HTTP and port 443 for HTTPS) as well as their typical
alternative ports (ports 8080 and 8443, respectively).
First of all, we analysed how many IP addresses were running HTTP and HTTPS services in their main ports. The image
below represents the results found.

16,519,503 IPs running both
HTTP and HTTPS services

51,467,779
IPs running

HTTP services
on port 80

HTTP

HTTP
&
HTTPS
HTTPS

28,671,263
IPs running

HTTPS services
on port 443

Figure 13: Distribution of IP addresses running encrypted and unencrypted services

It’s unfortunate to see that there’s such a high number of HTTP servers in use. Hopefully over the next few years with
browsers starting to reject HTTP, we will see this number decreasing.
The image below represents the number of IP addresses found on the four ports analysed.

51,467,779
IPs running

HTTP services
on port 80

2,146,072
IPs running

HTTPS services
on port 8443

5,781,335
IPs running

HTTP services
on port 8080

28,671,263
IPs running

HTTPS services

on port 443
Figure 14: Distribution of IP addresses by the main and alternative ports of HTTP and HTTPS
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The number of unencrypted HTTP services still currently overtakes the number of HTTPS services.
One positive note is that over time we've been watching the gap between the hosts running HTTP and HTTPS
diminish.

SSH/ Telnet
SSH and Telnet are both network protocols, the primary difference between them being that SSH provides the
user with an encrypted connection while the data transmitted through Telnet is clear-text. It's important for
us to explain that Telnet suffers from the same problem as HTTP: in case you connect with Telnet while being
connected to a wireless network with someone else, all the credentials will be visible by hackers in that
network.
SSH provides a secure channel between a client and a server. Commonly used to manage remote machines
and transfer files in a secure form, SSH is usually found on TCP port 22, while Telnet is found on port 23. Our
study will analyse not only this service use and exposure but also extract other data such as the encryption
algorithms and keys used.

13,079,174

3,301,064

IPs running

IPs running

SSH

Telnet

Figure 15: IP addresses running SSH and Telnet protocols

Telnet is really an extremely outdated protocol and even if we're seeing a much higher number of SSH devices, ideally
we want to see in the future the number of Telnet going down even further. SSH makes for a much better choice not
just at a security level but even at a usability level as it allows for session resumption, has compression and of course
on top of all this a huge amount of security features built in.

FTPS/ FTP
The File Transfer Protocol is a network protocol used to transfer files between a client and
server. FTPS is the same as FTP but with an SSL tunnel.
FTP is still clearly a widely used service, with the gap between unencrypted and
encrypted choices being huge. We also found that 248,261 IP addresses were using both
FTP and FTPS.

FTP

11,158,549

This huge gap is quite unfortunate as FTPS was built to fix the lack of security design that
FTP has since it wasn't initially designed with security concerns in mind. In FTPS there are
two SSL modes, implicit on which the use of SSL is implied and any connection FTPS 297,133
established by the client that doesn't use SSL is refused by the server, and the second
mode explicit on which the client and server negotiate the level of protection used, this Figure 16: Number of IP
is quite useful as it allows the server to support both unencrypted FTP and encrypted addresses running FTP and FTPS
FTPS sessions on the same port.
binaryedge.io
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Email Protocols
An email protocol can be defined as a set of rules that are used to transmit information between an email server and
the user. There are protocols used for sending emails (SMTP) and protocols used for receiving emails (IMAP and POP3).
POP3/ POP3S: Post Office Protocol is used by email clients to retrieve email messages from a mail server over
TCP/IP. However you can only use one computer to check the email, and they get stored on the local computer
instead of the remote server, making this a very limited protocol.
SMTP/ SMTPS: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol is used for email transmission. SMTP is typically used to send
messages to a mail server for relaying, while for retrieving applications usually POP3 or IMAP are used.
IMAP/ IMAPS: Internet Message Access Protocol is used by email clients to retrieve email messages from a mail
server over TCP/IP. IMAP is usually the better and recommended option as it does not delete the emails from the
remote server, therefore you can just tap into your synced account and get all updated content.
The image below represents the number of IP addresses found for encrypted and unencrypted email protocols.

Email Protocols

SERVICE
COUNT

Overview of protocols used for email, according to encryption used

POP3

4,572,161

POP3S
3,742,289

ENCRYPTED
10,416,812

SMTP

3,531,071

SMTPS
2,971,159

IMAP

IMAPS

4,131,737

3,703,364

UNENCRYPTED
12,234,969

Figure 17: Overview of email protocols usage, according to encryption

Email services were initially designed as cleartext, however across the years providers have upgraded to services that
make use of SSL. Here the gap is really close and as with HTTP/HTTPs services, should be getting closer with every
passing month.
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Port 80: Web servers and Web frameworks
Port 80 is the most used port out of all that we scanned. We decided to split this analysis in half and we will first look
at the top web servers and follow with a look at the top web frameworks/ technologies used.
So, starting with the web servers, here is what we found:

Top 10 Web Servers for the Web

Most common web servers found on port 80
0

2

4

6

8

4,843,769

Microsoft IIS httpd
3,860,883

nginx
2,031,741

lighttpd

Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd

12 millions

8,361,080

AkamaiGHost

Huawei HG532e ADSL modem http admin

10
11,493,552

Apache httpd

1,539,629
952,300

Technicolor DSL modem http admin 699,202
Mbedthis-Appweb 694,393
micro_httpd 678,657

Figure 18: Top10 web servers for the web

Apache leads the run with almost 11.5 million of web servers. The version most used by this webserver is 2.2.15, which
was released on the 15th of March 2010, meaning that this is an extremely outdated version of Apache. This product
scored a value of 109.5 in our scoring mechanism, mainly due to a high number of vulnerabilities of medium severity,
even though there are a few of high severity.
For Microsoft IIS, the top version found was 7.5, which was released in March 2009 and it’s currently being used in
1,687,489 web servers. There were no patches released for this version after 2013, which means that it is actually past
the end of life since that year. Since this version has multiple vulnerabilities of high severity, it scored a value of 46.3 in
our scoring mechanism. The top of the most used versions of this web server include 6.0 (released in April 2003) and
8.5 (released in October 2015).
Finally, the most common version of Nginx that was found was 1.4.6, which was released on the 4th of March 2014. Once
again, this is an old version of a web server and it is actually vulnerable to a code execution (more details can be found
on CVE 2014-0133). This version has a score of 22.5 in our scoring mechanism.
As mentioned before, it’s important to keep in mind that sometimes it’s not possible to retrieve the version of products.
Therefore, the amount of vulnerabilities is much higher than we can find.
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For the second part of the analysis of port 80, we will look at the top web technologies used on the IP addresses that
had an HTTP service on port 80. We can’t go without mentioning that we excluded every technology that was a web
server (Apache, IIS, NGINX, Tomcat) since we have already covered them in the previous section.
So, for now, we we will focus on the most common web technologies found on port 80.

Top 10 Technologies for the Web

0

100,000

250,000

Most common technologies found on port 80

1,000,000 2,000,000

Microsoft ASP.NET

jQuery UI
Google Analytics

FrontPage

WordPress

Figure 19: Top10 technologies for the web

It's interesting to still find FrontPage so prominent since the last stable release was in 2007 and it has since been
replaced with Microsoft Expression Web. Its most used version (4.0) scored a value of 10.0 on our scoring mechanism,
having two vulnerabilities of medium severity.
For jQuery, the most used version is 1.7.1, which was released on the 21st of November 2011. This is an extremely old
version of jQuery, which is also extremely prone to vulnerabilities - a simple Google search will show that this version
is vulnerable to multiple XSS attacks. This version scored a value of 13.6 in our scoring mechanism, having two
vulnerabilities of medium severity.
On the PHP front, things aren't looking much better. The most used version is 5.3.3 which was released on the 22nd July
2010. With PHP being a technology that is already heavily criticized for security issues and slow patches, using old
versions is most definitely not recommended. This version of the product scored a value of 1497.8 in our scoring
mechanism, due to a high number of vulnerabilities of medium severity and a few of high severity.
Wordpress, a well know blog framework, has 4.5.3 as the top installed version. This was a surprising breath of fresh air,
as this version is quite modern and was released on the 18th of June 2016.
For Microsoft ASP.NET, the most found version was 4.0.30319. Once again, this is unfortunate as this version is
vulnerable to a critical bug which can be found on CVE-2011-3416 and consists of forms authentication bypass. This
version scored a value of 15.0 in our scoring mechanism.
All in all, this paints a grim picture in terms of the updates of software, something that is a huge problem for the
information security industry.
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Port 443: SSL
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is a technology for establishing an encrypted link between a web server/service and a
browser/client. The link, when correctly configured, ensures that all the data passed between the server and client
remains private and integral.
In this section, we are going to analyse SSL, focusing on the most important details of this technology. In reality, we
did 2 independent analysis where we separated the root certificates from the leaf certificates and then analyzed both
datasets independently. The reason for this is that if we had mixed both, the root certificates would dominate the
analysis.
In cryptography, a root certificate identifies the root certificate authority, its usually unsigned or self-signed. A
certificate authority can then issue multiple certificates in the form of a tree structure. The term leaf certificate is
usually used to indicate the last certificate found on the certificate chain.
Starting with the SSL certificates, we wanted to get a sense of the amount of valid certificates in comparison with
expired ones. We considered expired certificates the ones wth expiration date before August 2016. Therefore, we
looked at the dates of expiration and found that out of all the 37,970,903 certificates we extracted, only 1,226,042
were expired. Here is the breakdown by root and leaf certificates.

98.1%

valid root
certificates

95.3%

valid leaf
certificates

Figure 20: Validity of root/leaf SSL certificates

Next, we analysed the encryption algorithms used in the certificates, considering the key size and the security
guidelines for these algorithms.

Encryption of SSL Certificates

algorithm

Most common encryption algorithms

key size
count

rsaEncryption

rsaEncryption

rsaEncryption

2048

4096

1024

16,420,962

1,801,958

1,638,110

rsaEncryption

rsaEncryption

rsaEncryption

2048

1024

4096

16,505,780

945,945

417,512

not recommended by security guidelines

99.3%

of all encryption
algorithms used on root
SSL certificates

99.4%

of all encryption
algorithms used on leaf
SSL certificates
according to security recommendations

Figure 21: SSL encryption algorithms
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Looking at the general picture, one can see that the great majority of the encryption algorithms used follow the
security recommendations.
However, we still found a lot of certificates using RSA with 1024 bits, which is not recommended by security
guidelines. Furthermore, these certificates have already started to be phased out by multiple browsers (an
announcement with details by Mozilla can be found in their blog[5]). Since this phasing off went into process in 2013,
it’s surprising that we still can find a huge number of certificates using this encryption algorithm.
Still focusing on the SSL certificates, we proceeded to analyse their signatures. Essentially, the certificates’ signatures
guarantee that the content of the messages sent has not been altered during transmission. Each certificate should
have a unique signature.

SSL Certificates Signatures

count
count
signature

Most common certificates signatures

98.2%

99.1%

of all signatures
found on root SSL certificates

of all signatures
found on leaf SSL certificates

9,877,322
sha1WithRSAEncryption

14,491,403
sha256WithRSAEncryption

7,872,807
sha256WithRSAEncryption

3,221,367
sha1WithRSAEncryption

1,881,258
sha384WithRSAEncryption

110,142
md5WithRSAEncryption

not recommended by security guidelines

according to security recommendations

Figure 22: SSL certificates signatures

Much like we observed on the encryption algorithms, certain signature algorithms have also been starting to be
phased out. SHA1 and MD5 are both extremely old algorithms - attacks for both these algorithms and problems
(such as hash collisions) have been found - hence the recommendation for deprecation. As signatures are only
validated on intermediate/leaf certificates, having SHA1 encrypted on the root certificates isn't in theory a problem,
hence why we marked in yellow the SHA1 only on leaf certificates.
Nevertheless, it’s important to make a distinction between the possible attacks. Easy viable attacks against MD5 have
been found, therefore making it really insecure, while for SHA1, only state sponsor level attacks have been found.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are certain signatures that are often repeated (for example: b5d90df94e4f17a63d496ab63d3f4bbe67f3adfe).
There have been multiple cases of vendors deploying the same certificates across different devices.

[5] ”Phasing out Certificates with 1024-bit RSA Keys, retrieved from https://blog.mozilla.org/security/2014/09/08/phasing-out-certificates-with-1024-bit-rsa-keys/
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Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) allows a web server to query the OCSP responder and to cache the response.
By doing this, the web server can check the validity of its certificates and the client doesn't have to contact the certi
ficate authority.
Out of all the IPs running HTTPS services on port 443, only 7.4% supported OCSP Stappling.
On the next part of this section, we are going to focus on some of the vulnerabilities that affect SSL, in particular, the
Heartbleed bug and CCS injection.
Heartbleed is a vulnerability of OpenSSL that allows the attackers to access the memory of
data servers and retrieve critical and sensitive information from servers affected by this
vulnerability.
We found 101,346 IPs vulnerable to Heartbleed in the world, which means that the
confidentiality of the communications made from these IP addresses might be compromised
and sensitive data might be stolen.

101,346
IPs
vulnerable to
Heartbleed
Figure 23: Heartbleed

In the map below, it is possible to see the worldwide distribution of the IPs vulnerable to Heartbleed. One can see that
the United States is, by far, the country with a higher number of IPs vulnerable to this bug, followed by China.

Heartbleed

Countries with higher number of IPs vulnerable to Heartbleed

United Kingdom

3,459

United States
23,649

France

5,622

Russia

Netherlands

5,264

2,779

Germany

Republic of Korea

6,382

Italy

2,508

China
6,790

4,564

Japan
2,484

Figure 24: Countries with higher number of IPs vulnerable to Heartbleed
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CCS (ChangeCipherSpec) Injection is an attack that works because SSL accepts the CCS inappropriately during a
handshake. In the right conditions, it allows for an attacker to man-in-the-middle encrypted connections.
When analysing the data from the entire world, we found 7,630,687 IP addresses vulnerable to CCS injection. The
following image shows the countries with higher number of IPs vulnerable to CCS Injection.

CCS Injection

Countries with higher number of IPs vulnerable to CCS Injection

Canada

124,475

United Kingdom

Poland

185,702

265,268

United States

Germany

3,585,377

Mexico

517,340

157,823

Italy

1,234,224

China

Japan

194,567

108,598

Taiwan

112,236

Figure 25: Countries with higher number of IPs vulnerable to CCS Injection

For more information, check the blog[6] created by the original bug founder. Another interesting blogpost[7] can be
found on the ImperialViolet blog which goes into further detail about this vulnerability.
On the overall analysis of SSL, these were the results that really caught our attention:
The amount of IP addresses that were still vulnerable to Heartbleed was far too high, this being a critical, easy
to exploit vulnerability makes it a real danger to organizations that still haven't fixed this problem across their
networks.
A positive result was found on the validity of certificates.

[6] “How I discovered CCS Injection Vulnerability”, retrieved from http://ccsinjection.lepidum.co.jp/blog/2014-06-05/CCS-Injection-en/index.html
[7] “Early ChangeCipherSpec Attack”, retrieved from https://www.imperialviolet.org/2014/06/05/earlyccs.html
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Big data is one of those buzzwords used by marketing people to sell a product or a technology. From a security
perspective, we believe big data should have that name merely for the big amounts of data that is available on the
internet due to the lack of security.
In this section, we will look at different technologies that are used for big data:
MongoDB is a NoSQL database that sells itself as highly scalable, performant and agile.
Redis is a key-value cache and store. It is a very well known and used technology.
Memcached is a general-purpose distributed memory caching system. It is often used to speed up dynamic
database-driven websites by caching data and objects in RAM to reduce the number of times an external data
source (such as a database or API) must be read. You can also find it along side with Couchbase installations.
Elasticsearch is a distributed and scalable system that allows for search and data analysis in real time. It is
schema-free, which means that the user has full control on how the data is indexed.
Almost every action can be done using a RESTful API (using JSON over HTTP).
MySQL is an open source relational database. It is one of the most used RDBMS (Relational DataBase
Management System) in the world.
MSSQL is a relational database management system developed by Microsoft.
We started by looking at the number of instances online of the first 4 technologies mentioned and these are the results
we found:
MongoDB: 58,942 instances online
Redis: 22,757 instances online
Memcached: 149,324 instances online
ElasticSearch: 67,430 instances online
Knowing the number of instances, we also wanted to know how it was reflected in the amount of data exposed. Since
we had already published two blogposts[8][9] where we analysed these technologies, we thought it should be
interesting to see the changes in the amount of data exposed in the period of a year, since the first blogpost.

Big Data Technologies

MongoDB

Memcached

Redis

2 TB

Changes in amount of data exposed without security

Aug 2015

Jan 2016

July 2016

644.3 TB

724.7 TB

627.7 TB

1.8 TB
13.2 TB

619.8 TB 11.3 TB

710.9 TB

12.0 TB
598.7 TB

27.5 TB

1.5 TB

Figure 26: Data exposed from Big Data Technologies
[8] “Data, Technologies and Security - part 1”, retrieved from https://blog.binaryedge.io/2015/08/10/data-technologies-and-security-part-1/
[9] “Data, Technologies and Security - part 2”, retrieved from https://blog.binaryedge.io/2016/01/19/data-technologies-and-security-part-1-2/
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Overall, from January to July of the current year, we found a decrease on the amount of data exposed. However, an
increase in the data exposed by memcached happened - in January we had found 12.0 TB exposed and in July there’s
more than double of data exposed: 27.5 TB.
A big reduction was seen on Redis with the amount of data exposed going from 13.2 TB in August 2015 to 1.5 TB in July
2016. It was found a ransomware that deletes Redis data[10], which can be the reason for this reduction.
Another interesting point we looked at was the versions of ElasticSearch that were used and here are the results found.

ElasticSearch

Most common versions of ElasticSearch

counts
2,000
1872

versions

2.3.3
2.3.2

1,500

2.3.1
2.2.0
1.7.5
1.7.3
1.7.2

1,000
972
936
918
803
779
710
674
672
654

1.7.1
500

1.5.2
1.4.4

0

Figure 27: Most common versions of Elasticsearch

We can see that for ElasticSearch a relatively new version is used most widely, version 2.3.3 was
released on May 17th of the current year, with the following most used version being 1.7.5
which was released on February 2nd of the same year. At a first look, versions like 1.7.5 and 1.7.3
might appear quite old. This is due to the release cycle of Elasticsearch and the different builds
they have.

Did you know?

95.6%

of elasticsearch services
are running on

Linux

Out of this list only version 1.4.4 is past the end of life date, with 1.5.2 reaching the end of life by 23rd September 2016.

[10] “Duo
Labs:
Over
18,000
Redis
instances
targeted
by
fake
ransomware”,
https://community.duo.com/t/duo-labs-over-18-000-redis-instances-targeted-by-fake-ransomware/319
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For ElasticSearch we’re also able to observe which versions of the Java virtual machine were running on it and what we
found was that many of the elasticsearch instances are running versions of java that are still affected by multiple
vulnerabilities, some of them quite critical.

ElasticSearch

Most common versions of JVM used by ElasticSearch

counts
2,500

2,402

1,750

1,331

1,232
1,000

904
673

568

559

554

544

1.8.0_45

1.8.0_60

1.8.0_72

1.8.0_77

509
250

1.7.0_75

1.7.0_79

1.7.0_80

1.7.0_95

1.7.0_101

internal

1.8.0_91

version

Figure 28: Most common versions of JVM used by ElasticSearch

We also looked at MySQL and MSSQL as these are some of the most used databases in the world. In terms of number of
instances we found the following:

MySQL

(number of IPs)

4,525,180
MSSQL

(number of IPs)

610,228
Figure 29: Number of IP addresses using MySQL and MSSQL
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One interesting observation is that the versions used of both these softwares are quite old.

MySQL

Most used versions of MySQL (ordered by release date)

release date

July 2008

5.1.26-rc

January 2012

5.0.95

December 2013

5.1.73

July 2015
July 2015
December 2015

120,664
38,942
135,383

5.5.44-37.3-log

109,298

5.5.45-cll-lve

64,092

5.5.47-MariaDB-log

March 2016

5.5.48-37.8

April 2016

5.6.30

June 2016

5.5.50-cll

June 2016

5.6.31

78,376
71,126
64,790
93,804
42,767

Figure 30: Most used versions of MySQL

MSSQL

Most used versions of MSSQL (ordered by release date)

release date

May 2005

8.00.2039; SP4

November 2005

9.00.1399; RTM

August 2008

10.00.1600; RTM

December 2008
April 2010
December 2010

9.00.4035; SP3

53,875
36,473
27,155
18,046
90,314

10.50.1600; RTM
9.00.5000; SP4

March 2012

11.00.2100; RTM

July 2012

10.50.4000; SP2

April 2014

12.00.2000; RTM

November 2015

11.00.6020; SP3

17,318
32,620
23,357
18,231
118,410

Figure 31: Most used versions of MSSQL

Looking at MySQL we tried to understand what could be the reason for still finding so many old versions. The first thing
we did was look at the CentOS package repo as it is used quite often in the enterprise world. There we noticed that for
CentOS 6 the default MySQL version is 5.1.73-7, and for CentOS 5 is MySQL 5.0.95-5, what this means is that most likely
companies install base versions of MySQL and then don’t update them.
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Remote Management Services allow you to access/ manage remote machines and are typically used by system
administrators and devops.
For this chapter, we chose the following services:
VNC (Virtual Network Computing) is a service that allows you to access your machine from anywhere in the
world. As one might understand the benefits of this service, one can as easily understand that it’s necessary to
protect this access with some type of authentication.
RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) is a proprietary protocol developed by Microsoft, that like VNC allows remote
administration of systems. RDP is focused on Windows systems.
X11 is a windowing system that can also be used to remotely access Unix systems.
SSH is a network protocol that allows an encrypted transmission of information.

VNC, RDP and X11
If you have ever managed a fleet of remote machines you have probably used one of these.
We've previously touched upon the dangers of VNC on our blogpost entitled "VNC image analysis and Data
Science"[11]. On this blogpost, we showed some of the images of critical systems that were connected to the internet
without any type of authentication (also seen on the following image).

Figure 32: Examples of critical systems connected to the internet without authentication

Analysing the data gathered for these three services, we obtained a total of 2,951,950 images. It’s fundamental to
mention that we found even more instances of this services, however, we could not extract images of all of them.

[11] “VNC image analysis and Data Science”, retrieved from https://blog.binaryedge.io/2015/09/30/vnc-image-analysis-and-data-science/
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Here is the breakdown by service:
13,172 VNC images
2,936,393 RDP images
2,385 X11 images
Having this amount of images, we had to come up with a way to extract useful, usable information that is easily
accessible, sortable and searcheable out of this dataset quickly. So we prioritized our needs and defined four problems
related with these images that we wanted to solve using Data Science and Machine Learning techniques:
Huge amount of images: As mentioned, there are a lot of IP addresses out there that expose these services;
Similar images: Lots of the devices are locked or just have similar screensavers services;
“Boring" images: Quite a big number of "locked" Microsoft Windows systems or Linux consoles requesting login
were found. We consider these as "boring" images since there is not much information to gather;
Ability to extract data and metadata that makes this an interesting dataset, such as emails, logos, faces and text.
In order to address these problems, we came up with a workflow that all of the images our platform captures go
through.

BinaryEdge’s Images Workflow
CAPTURED SCREENSHOT
EXTRACT AND STORE IMAGE/
TARGET METADATA
COMPUTE IMAGE SIGNATURE FOR
SIMILARITY COMPARISON

DOES IT CONTAIN
ANY INFORMATION?

STORED IMAGE SIGNATURE

NO

FINISH

YES

FACE DETECTION

LOGO DETECTION

OCR

STORED FACE DETECTION INFO

STORED LOGO DETECTION INFO

STORED OCR INFORMATION
DOES IT CONTAIN
EMAILS?

OCR Information: List of words found by text extraction
with OCR in the screenshot.
Face Detection Information: Number of faces detected
in the screenshot.
Logo Detection Information: List of logos detected in
the screenshot.

FINISH

NO

YES

SEND TO DATALEAK API

STORED EMAILS INFO

STORED RESULTS
Figure 33: BinaryEdge’s images workflow
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Additionally, having the results stored in this way allows both us and our clients to quickly search, sort, enrich image
related data and metadata on our Web Platform instead of having to manually search through millions of images.
Considering the images collected by our platform, we extracted their metadata, following the process explained in
the image workflow. We then generated these wordclouds for each service, containing the 20 words most found in
each one.

linux

file

ubuntu

ctrl edition

login

your

help

microsoft

welcome from

delete press

2016

VNC

server

google
kernel

windows
system

Figure 34: Most common words found in VNC screenshots

RDP

windows
server

smart

user

standard

logged

server2008
administrator
windows7

server2012

enterprise

other

here

2012
password

copyright

name

signed

cancel

another

Figure 35: Most common words found in RDP screenshots

X11

service help search
edit 2016 terminal
recovery utilities
file
reboot shutdown name
view

2005

from with

time this data www.honeywell.se

Figure 36: Most common words found in X11 screenshots
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SSH
We have previously conducted a study on SSH[12] and, for the purpose of this report, we will do some comparisons with
the results found at the time of writing of that blogpost.
As mentioned in the first chapter of this report, we found 13,079,174 IP addresses running SSH. We further explored
this service by looking at different parts of this protocol.
We started by looking at SSH banners, which are the part of the data that tell us which version of SSH is running on the
IP Address.
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Figure 37: SSH banners

Looking at the previous image, one can see that the version most commonly found of OpenSSH is 5.3 with a staggering
number of 2,632,270 IP addresses running it, followed by OpenSSH 6.6.1p1 with 1,501,749 IP addresses.
When we initially wrote the SSH blogpost in November of last year, we had a different top 10 versions of banners. At
the time, we found that ssh-2.0-dropbear_2014.66 lead the top with approximately 7 million IP addresses running it,
most of them were found on a specific AS (AS number 7922), which belongs to Comcast. This time, we only found
449,570 IPs with this banner. One possibility for this difference is that Comcast had cable modems for home customers
with port 22 open to the internet and then deployed a patch which no longer made this port accessible by default.
Our next analysis was on key lengths which represent the size (in bits) of an SSH key. Depending on the family of the
encryption algorithm, the key length defines the algorithm’s security. In the initial study we had found the top key
length was 1032 bits followed by 2048. On the current scan this is how our top 10 is looking like:

SSH Key Lengths

Key
length
count

Most common key lengths found

1024

2048

1040

1032

4096

5,068,711

3,740,593

641,719

186,070

13,845

512

2056

2064

1016

768

9,064

7,830

6,265

6,212

4,755

Figure 38: SSH key lengths
[12] ”SSH - A brief analysis of the internet”, retrieved from https://blog.binaryedge.io/2015/11/10/ssh/
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Comparing these results with the ones in a forementioned blogpost, we can see that there was an enormous decrease
in the amount of keys with 1032 bits, which we believe is related with the changes made by Comcast.
One huge change we also noticed was on the fingerprints. Before the Comcast change, the fingerprint
e7:86:c7:22:b3:08:af:c7:11:fb:a5:ff:9a:ae:38:e4 used to be in the lead of the top 10 with 7.14 million of them being
found, followed by d0:db:8a:cb:74:c8:37:e4:9e:71:fc:7a:eb:d6:40:81 in second place with 73.17 thousand. The new scan
shows a much more balanced top 10 without the discrepancy caused by the repeated "e7:86..." key.

SSH Fingerprints

Most common SSH fingerprints
d5:ad:e0:a9:98:fe:4f:a3:19:04:93:73:0b:aa:66:66

191,641

a2:67:85:92:2b:35:16:fe:62:7b:ab:97:26:c6:6e:43

128,613

34:47:0f:e9:1a:c2:eb:56:eb:cc:58:59:3a:02:80:b6

75,457

62:5e:b9:fd:3a:70:eb:37:99:e9:12:e3:d9:3f:4e:6c

52,569

ca:a5:1d:09:c3:6d:2c:ca:9f:ba:4f:f0:76:31:ef:a6

45,536

d0:db:8a:cb:74:c8:37:e4:9e:71:fc:7a:eb:d6:40:81

43,096

da:00:31:e1:41:ec:89:5e:12:97:6d:86:a4:5c:ee:c6

37,610

7c:a8:25:21:13:a2:eb:00:a6:c1:76:ca:6b:48:6e:bf

37,604

7c:3e:bc:b9:4b:0d:29:91:ed:bd:6e:4c:6b:60:49:14

28,445

90:88:11:9d:40:d4:e3:48:91:56:a0:14:26:02:c5:86

28,428

Figure 39: SSH fingerprints

Focusing now on the kex algorithms (key exchange algorithms), here is what we found.
23,057

SSH Kex Algorithms

Most common kex algorithms
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Figure 40: SSH kex algorithms

Both on the blogpost posted November of last year and on the data gathered for the purpose of this report, we found
that the most common algorithm for key exchange is still “diffie-hellman-group1-sha1”. Much to our dismay, and as
we mentioned on that blogpost, we believe state sponsored attackers and government agencies can compromise and
attack this algorithm.
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Remote Management Services

MAC (Message Authentication Code) Algorithms are used to verify packet integrity. In the following image, you can see
the most common MAC algorithms found.
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Figure 41: SSH MAC algorithms

Once again, as seen on our blogpost, the “red flag” pointed out at the time is still visible here: lots of SSH servers are still
using SHA1 and MD5. Quoting our article: "One big red flag here is the use of MD5 and SHA1. MD5 and SHA1 should never
be used and yet there they are. Even though for HMAC you are most likely still safe , why bother with old, antiquated and bad
crypto? Do not risk the security of your servers. Attacks only get better so, unless you have legacy maintenance issues, go for
better crypto."
Our final analysis was on Encryption Algorithms. Encryption algorithms, as the name indicates, are used to encrypt
communication. Here is what we found:

SSH Encryption Algorithms

Most common encryption algorithms
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Figure 42: SSH encryption algorithms

Here we see that 3des-cbc is no longer on top but has been dethroned by aes-256-ctr and aes128-ctr.
With all the new information about the NSA being released, and the Shadowbrokers[13] showing that NSA's capabilities
in terms of SIGINT and breaking encryption go way beyond what we originally thought, it's important that system
administrators and devops keep their SSH configurations updated to the latest and most secure configurations.
All significant changes found during the writing of this report will be the subject of further analysis in the future.
[13] “The
Shadow
Brokers:
Lifting
the
Shadows
of
the
NSA’s
Equation
Group?”,
https://www.riskbasedsecurity.com/2016/08/the-shadow-brokers-lifting-the-shadows-of-the-nsas-equation-group/
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MQTT
MQTT is a protocol invented in 1998 and was created by Andy Standford-Clark and Arlen Nipper. It was supposed to
be used as a protocol to combat the unreliable satellite networks. It is a Client/Server pubsub messaging transport
protocol. MQTT is a protocol regularly used in IoT, due to the small code footprint and lightweight design of the
protocol.

MQTT

How it works and what is out there
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Figure 43: MQTT

The danger of having an MQTT broker open to the internet with no authentication is that anyone can connect to the
broker and publish or subscribe to the different channels. If the information one is passing is critical, this presents
multiple problems:
If one is reading the data that comes from these channels on the MQTT Broker and saving it into a database,
attacks such as XSS and even SQLi can be performed;
An attacker can read that data and extract the classified information being transmitted;
If one has sensors/receivers relying on that data, an attacker can send tainted data to those.

DID YOU KNOW?

During Defcon 24, Lucas Lundgren did a presentation on MQTT brokers he found with no authentication or encryption.
Upon looking at those brokers, he found Hospitals, Prisons, Alarms, Cars, Mobile Phones tracking software, Radiation
meters, Power meters, MMORPG data, amongst others. BinaryEdge’s scans showed the same results.
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Conclusion
By analyzing the exposure of these services and going into detail about certain features, we were able to get a global
overview about the current state of the security of the internet.
Observing the data there are interesting facts that give us some positive outcomes from a security perspective such
as:
More SSH servers than Telnet servers;
The gap between HTTP and HTTPS services on the main ports is much smaller than it was years ago.
These two points however are completely shadowed by the negatives:
Multiple organizations are leaking many terabytes of data due to misconfigured database services;
Multiple devices get replicated by providers and therefore get same keys and certificates - this was further
explored by SEC Consult and you can read about it in their blog[14];
An alarming number of critical systems are exposed at multiple levels, either by being directly exposed to the
internet, by using messaging systems that have no security (MQTT) or by exposing their controlling computers
to the internet with no password (VNC or X11).
If the evolution of infosec, IoT and technology as a whole keeps following the same path as it has now, a lot more
problems will appear. With the introduction of IPv6, a lot more devices will be exposed and, with the users of these IoT
devices not having any type of knowledge about security, it falls on the vendors to start focusing on making sure that
the devices they are building are secure or, at least, have an easy way to apply a secure configuration.
Besides IoT, organizations in general need to evolve when it comes to data security. An user can try to have the most
secure password in the world or try to follow all the basic security measures but, if the organization that owns and
develops the web app where he is submitting all his personal information doesn't really care about security, it will all
be for nothing.
Further studies will explore in more detail specific types of devices and protocols, in order to provide updated details
and numbers on the protocols and services discussed on this report.

[14] “House of Keys: Industry-Wide HTTPS Certificate and SSH Key Reuse Endangers Millions of Devices Worldwide”, retrieved from
http://blog.sec-consult.com/2015/11/house-of-keys-industry-wide-https.html
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